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Spontaneous base flipping in DNA and its possible role in methyltransferase binding

Y. Z. Chen,1,2 V. Mohan,1 and R. H. Griffey1
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2Department of Computational Science, National University of Singapore, Singapore 119260
~Received 15 February 2000!

Recent crystallographic studies showed thatHhaI and other methyltransferases flip their target DNA base
completely out of a DNA helix. This base flipping is also a key feature in a number of other enzyme-catalyzed
processes involving DNA. The mechanism of base flipping by these enzymes remains elusive. Based on a full
atomic level description of bond rotational motions we have studied the energetics of flipping a base in a
B-DNA duplex in the absence of the enzyme. We have also investigated the effect of the restraints from
enzyme-distorted DNA backbone on the movement of a flipped base in several methytransferase bound DNA
crystal structures. Our study on crystal B-DNA helices showed that a base could be flipped at an energy cost
close to the enthalpy observed for base pair opening in premelting thermal fluctuations. This suggests that
spontaneous base flipping in DNA due to thermal fluctuation may be achieved. Analysis of several crystal
HhaI andHaeIII methyltransferase DNA duplex structures showed that the enzyme induced DNA backbone
distortion severely restricts the movement of the flipped base, which indicates that during base flipping the
backbone needs to adopt a substantially different conformation than that observed in the x-ray~enzyme-bound!
structures. Our results suggest the possible role of thermally induced transient base opening in facilitating
recognition and binding of methyltransferases and other enzymes.

PACS number~s!: 87.14.Gg, 87.10.1e, 87.15.By
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nature elegantly manifests the sequence specific mol
lar recognition process via the formation of double strand
nucleic acids. The unique power of base pairing enables
lecular events such as replication and transcription. P
merase enzymes open nucleic acid helices as a prereq
for their catalytic action. Similarly repair enzymes need
recognize and correct mismatched or damaged bases. In
ciple, the process of nucleobase flipping~rotation by 180° of
the base from the initial ‘‘closed’’ helix state! could repre-
sent the first step in these key fundamental biological p
cesses. The atomic level detail of how this enzyme-nuc
acid recognition is accomplished is not well understood a
deserves further investigation. Determination of the prec
mechanism of base flipping is important in understand
such processes as enzyme-catalyzed DNA methylation
pair, mismatch recognition, and initiation of transcriptio
and replication@1–3#. In addition, such studies would form
the basis for elucidation of general principles that govern
protein-DNA interactions and will also offer insight for dru
development approaches targeting nucleic acids.

The structural aspect of base flipping has been probed
x-ray crystallographic studies of cytosine-5HhaI methyl-
transferase~HhaI MTase! complexed with its DNA substrate
@1,4–6#. The target cytosine was found to flip completely o
of the helix and into the catalytic site of the binding enzym
without seriously disturbing the rest of the DNA helix. D
tails of how this base is trapped outside the helix and the
of the binding enzyme is unclear. The base flipping may
induced or facilitated by enzyme binding~for instance,
through deformation of DNA backbone or introduction
specific enzyme-DNA interactions!. Alternatively, the en-
zyme may recognize and trap a single base transie
flipped open from the helix@7#.
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The estimated rate constant of methyltransferase reac
is 0.02/s@8#, while the measured base pair lifetime of DN
duplex is 10 ms@9#. Therefore an active involvement of a
enzyme in accelerating base flipping appears to be unne
sary. This is confirmed by nuclear magnetic resona
~NMR! study of the dynamic modes of base flipping duri
HhaI MTase-DNA interactions in solution@10#. This NMR
study also showed that no trapping of a target base byHhaI
MTase occurs in the absence of cofactor. Given that no
nificant acceleration in base pair opening rate was detec
the interpretation of the findings from this experiment is d
ficult. While a more active role of cofactor as well as th
enzyme is indicated, it does not rule out the possibility th
transient base flipping is involved in the process.

Some insight into the mechanism of base flipping may
obtained by investigating the feasibility of base flipping in
B-DNA helix in the absence of an enzyme. If a base can
shown to flip at an energy cost comparable to observed
thalpy for premelting thermal fluctuational base pair ope
ing, it may indicate that enzyme binding may not be a p
requisite for base flipping. On the other hand, transi
flipping that occurs spontaneously due to thermal fluctuat
may play a role in enzyme-base recognition and enzy
binding. In the present paper, the pathway and energetic
base flipping in a B-DNA crystal structure has been exa
ined to determine whether it is possible to flip a B-DNA ba
in the absence of an enzyme, and whether this flipping
be induced by thermal fluctuation. The flipped base inHhaI
MTase-DNA complex has been found to orient towards
minor groove@4–6#. This has been used as one of the e
dences to support the hypothesis of enzyme induced m
groove pathway. The orientation of the flipped bases
been compared to that in the crystal structure ofHhaI
MTase-DNA complex to see whether they are similar to
observed.
1133 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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Comparison of the enzyme-DNA structure with the fr
enzyme crystal structure@4,10# indicate thatHhaI MTase
binding is initiated and maintained through sequence spe
contacts in the major groove. While the major groove
completely blocked by these contacts, sufficient room
available on the minor groove side to allow base movem
before a large conformation change in a loop of the bind
enzyme closes the minor groove. Based on this and o
observations, a minor groove pathway had been propose
base flipping@4#. However, modeling studies@11–13# indi-
cate that the base pair opens primarily through the m
groove. This fact has been used as an argument to sup
the hypothesis that an active participation of enzyme
needed to create a pathway for base flipping through
minor groove.

Given that motion along a pathway is reversible~principle
of microscopic reversibility!, the existence of an enzyme in
duced flipping pathway may be probed. Such a study m
shed light on whether the restraint of an enzyme distor
DNA backbone is moderate enough to allow a flipped b
to return to the closed state through the minor groove. O
earlier investigations on low-energy single base opening
DNA indicated that base movement is controlled by ba
bone restraint as well as energy barrier along the groo
@12,13#. Backbone restraint sets the upper limit of base d
placement. In particular, when the orientation of the O38-P
bond becomes perpendicular to the helix axis, the magnit
of base movement has been found to be diminished and
base is locked in its original position@13#. In the present
paper the upper limit of displacement of a flipped base
MTase-DNA crystal structures have been determined and
implication of our results on enzyme induced flipping pa
way will be discussed.

II. METHOD

Base flipping in crystal B-DNA structures and the mov
ment of a flipped base in crystal enzyme-DNA structures
studied by using a method developed earlier to probe
pathway and energetics of low-energy single base openin
DNA @12,13#. In this approach, base opening is acco
plished by means of simultaneous rotation of a minim
number of rotatable bonds in the local backbone and gly
sidic bond of the base under study, while the rest of the h
is held rigid. Bond rotation is assumed to only involve to
sion angle variation while the length and angle of all t
bonds are kept fixed. It has been established thatz is the
principal productive torsion angle in driving the base to op
out of the helix stack. It has also been shown that a sin
base can be opened to the observed average opening e
by simultaneously rotating only five backbone as well as
glycosidic bond torsion angle@12,13#.

The flipping of a base involves angular displacement
180° @1,4#, which is significantly larger than the observe
average displacement of 20°–30° for premelting therm
fluctuational base pair opening@14#. Therefore, for base flip-
ping and inverse flipping, more rotatable bonds than th
for low-energy single base opening are expected to be
volved. A structural comparison between flipped and u
flipped crystal B-DNA helix showed that the displacement
the adjacent nucleotides to the flipped base is relatively sm
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@1,4#. Our own analysis indicates that it is possible to flip
base by rotation of eight torsion angles in the local backb
as well as the glycosidic torsion angle without displacem
of its neighboring nucleotides. For thenth base, these eigh
backbone torsion angles are located between C48 of (n
21)th nucleotide and O38 of (n11)th nucleotide and they
are represented by a Greek letter on each bond:

C38~n21!-C48u
g

C58u
b

O58u
a

P~n!u
z

O38u
«

C38-

C48u
g

C58u
b

O58u
a

P~n11!-O38.

Here thed torsion angle (O38-C38-C48-C58) is kept un-
changed so as to maintain the sugar pucker of the flip
nucleotide in the original value. This ensures that the ove
conformation is in the B-form for B-DNA crystal structure
and that in the enzyme-deformed conformation for t
enzyme-DNA crystal structures.

In the present paper, in order to investigate the base
ping and closing process,z has been employed as the pri
cipal torsion promoting the motion. In addition a geomet
constraint ~which mimics helix-restoring forces! has been
used to determine the change or response of the rest of
sion angles@12#. This geometric constraint ensures that t
variation of these torsion angles only changes local backb
conformation. The trajectory of these torsion angles is de
mined by a change ofz followed by the variation of the othe
seven local backbone torsion angles. This is achieved b
grid search in the relevant torsion angle space, such tha
(n21)C38 end is fixed and the displacement at then
11)O38 end is kept at a minimum. A maximum allowe
displacement of 0.1 Å is imposed, which defines the up
limit of base flipping. This upper limit together with the en
ergy barrier along the grooves determines the maximum
tent of base flipping@12#. In addition to the eight backbon
angles, the glycosidic bond torsion angle (O48-C18-N1-C2
for cytosine! is also varied to keep the flipped base as mu
in plane as possible.

The energy barrier of base flipping or closing can be
timated by the following empirical energy forms:

V5S torsions1/2Vn@11cos~nf2g8!#

1SH bonds@V0~12e2a~r 2r 0!!22V0#

1Snonbonded@Ai j /r i j
122Bi j /r i j

6 1qiqj /« r r i j #, ~1!

wheref denotes a torsion angle,Vn , n, andg8 are torsion
potential parameters,r is the H-bond donor-acceptor dis
tance,V0 , a, andr 0 are H-bond potential parameters,Ai j and
Bi j are nonbonded van der Waals parameters,« r is the di-
electric constant,qi andqi j are the partial charges of thei th
and j th atoms, andr i j is the distance between them.

Except for the H-bond terms, the potentials and their
rameters are taken from the assisted-model-building-w
energy- refinement force field@15#. In order to circumvent
the difficulty in solving for the dynamics of hydrogen atom
along the flipping pathway, an implicit hydrogen atom Mor
potential@16# is used for H-bond energy terms. This pote
tial has been shown to give reasonable DNA interbase
drogen bond energy and hydrogen bond breaking proba
ties @17,18#. Bond stretch and angle bending terms a
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excluded in the potential-energy function because they
not contribute to the lower-energy base flipping process.
base stacking interactions are implicitly included in the no
bonded van der Waals and electrostatic energy terms
distance-dependent dielectric constant@19# is used. As the
contribution of electrostatic terms to the total energy of b
flipping is relatively small, our results are relatively insen
tive to the choice of dielectric constant.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Base flipping in B-DNA duplex

Figure 1 shows a crystal B-DNAd(CCGGCGCCGG)2
@20# structure with its C5 base fully flipped out by means
the method described above. Similar flipping behavior
been found for other bases in this and other crystal B-D
structures@21# selected from the nucleic acids database@22#.
For direct comparison of the structural features of the flipp
base~obtained using the present approach! with the x-ray
structure ofHhaI MTase bound DNA, Fig. 1 includes th
DNA portion of the crystal structure o
d(GATAGCGCTATC)2 complexed withHhaI MTase @4#
in which the C18 base is flipped. In addition, the crys
B-DNA d(CCGGCGCCGG)2 with unflipped C5 base@20#
is also included. TheGCGC central portions of the se
quences of the three structures are superimposed. The
figuration or orientation of the flipped base in B-DNA
similar to that found in the enzyme bound system. Howev
the local backbone of the former is not as fully stretched
as later. It is noted that the local backbone of the stra

FIG. 1. Comparison of the crystal structure of B-DN
d(CCGGCGCCGG)2 ~with the bases paired and intact in th
closed form shown in light gray!, with the C5 base flipped using th
present method ~black!, and the DNA portion of
d(GATAGCGCTATC)2 complexed withHhaI methyltransferase
in which the C18 base is flipped out~gray!.
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opposite to the flipped base in the enzyme-bound DNA
also stretched out as compared to that in the crystal B-D
structure. Moreover the sugar pucker of the flipped base
the enzyme-bound structure is changed from the stand
B-form C28 endo to C48 exo. Therefore, further stretching i
the enzyme-bound structure likely results from enzym
DNA interactions.

Figure 2 gives the variation of all the nine rotatable to
sion angles along the base flipping pathway for C5 base
d(CCGGCGCCGG)2 . Our analysis indicates thatz is the
only torsion angle that drives the base flipping process. T
variation of z has been found to be approximately propo
tional to the translational displacement of the flipped ba
Hence the change inz is directly correlated to the extent o
rotation ~angular motion! of the base, out of the helical ar
rangement. On the other hand the other seven torsion an
show no linear relationship with the translational displac
ment of the base. The magnitude of variation of these tors
angles along the base flipping pathway is substanti
smaller than that ofz.

Our analysis indicates that base flipping most likely p
ceeds through opening into the major groove. As shown

FIG. 2. Variation of rotatable torsion angles for flipping the C
base in B-DNAd(CCGGCGCCGG)2.

FIG. 3. Energy barrier for the flipping of the C5 base in B-DN
d(CCGGCGCCGG)2.
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TABLE I. Upper-limit of displacementDRm for a flipped base~shown as bold letters in column 1! from
flipped position towards the minor groove in several crystalHhaI andHaeIII MT ase-DNA structures.DRm

is defined as the displacement of the N1 or N3 atom for purine or pyrimidine base, respectively. The
barrier of the binding enzyme along the minor groove is neglected in computingDRm . For comparisonDRM

of a base moving through the major groove in several B-DNA crystal structures are included. The lite
references for the crystal structures are included in parentheses in the NDB ID column.

System NDB ID
Flipped

base
DRM

~Å! DRm ~Å!

HhaI MTase1d(GATAGCGCTATC)2 PDEB08~4! C18 4.87

HhaI MTase1d(GATAGCGCTATC-).
.d(CTATCGCGATAGT)

PDE0121~5! C19 6.70

HhaI MTase1d(GATAGCGCTATC-).
.d(CTATCGCGATAGT)

PDED122~5! C19 6.30

HaeIIIMTase1d(ACCAGCAGGCCACCAGTG-).
.d(-GGTCGTCCGGTGGTCACT)

PDEB19~25! C10 1.23

HhaI MTase1d(CCATGCGCTGAC)2 PDEB123~26! C18 3.23

HhaIMTase1d(GTCAGCGCATGG).
.d(CAGTCGAGTACC)

PD0017~27! A18 4.42

B-form d(CCGGCGCCGG)2 BDJ039~20! C5 12.61

B-form d(CGCGAATTCGCG)2 BDL001 ~21! C3 12.13

A5 14.17

A6 13.88
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Fig. 3, rotation of a base towards its minor groove enco
ters a high-energy barrier due to steric clash first with
complementary base and then with one of its neighbor
bases. In contrast, no steric clash is found along the m
groove.

Although the base flipping occurs through the ma
groove in a rather facile way, the base appears to or
towards the minor groove forz displacements greater tha
100° ~which corresponds to a base angular displacemen
more than 160°!. As shown in Fig. 1, the orientation of th
flipped base by application of the current method is towa
the minor groove, which is similar to that of the base flipp
by the HhaI MTase. This shows that the orientation of
flipped base may not be used as a sole indicator of the p
way of flipping. Our result suggests that it may not be n
essary to assume the existence of a minor groove flipp
pathway by invoking an active participation of the enzym

The computed energy barrier for base flipping along
major groove is 25.3 kcal/mol, which is comparable to t
observed enthalpy of 17–26 kcal/mol for premelting therm
fluctuational base pair opening@23,24#. This suggests the
possibility of spontaneous base flipping by thermal fluct
tion in the absence of an enzyme. Such a thermally indu
transient base flipping may play an important role in fac
tating enzyme-base recognition and enzyme binding. For
stance, a flipped base can provide more recognition sites
that in a closed helix. The steric clash between the base
binding enzyme along the major groove flipping pathw
may also be avoided if the flipping occurs prior to t
binding.

B. Base closing in MTase bound DNA duplexes

To investigate the effect of MTase-induced backbone d
tortion on the movement of a flipped base, severalHhaI and
HaeIII MTase-DNA crystal structures@4,5,25–27# are used
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as the starting structure. Earlier studies on some of th
structures have shown that sequence specific contact
these enzymes with DNA occur in the major groove@10#.
Relatively insignificant conformation changes in the enzy
domain on the major groove side have been found fr
structural comparison between the free and DNA bou
HhaI MTase. Thus, assuming that base flipping can be
duced by enzyme binding, major groove contacts are
pected to be largely maintained during the flipping proc
@6,10,25#.

In the present paper the movement of the flipped b
along the minor groove is attempted to examine the feas
ity of its return to the stacked helix. In particular, we es
mate the upper limit of this return movement. The movem
is accomplished by rotating thez torsion backward starting
from the flipped position, followed by simultaneous variatio
of other backbone torsions as outlined in the methods s
tion. Our analysis indicates that such an operation has
insignificant effect on the major groove contacts. Thus,
enzyme-induced backbone distortion can be assumed t
largely maintained. For the purpose of estimating the up
limit of base movement, the enzyme-DNA interaction alo
the minor groove can be neglected. This interaction affe
only the energetics of base movements.

Table I gives the upper limit of the movement of a flippe
base along the minor groove in several crystalHhaI and
HaeIII MTase bound-DNA structures~together with their re-
spective nucleic acid database ID and the relevant referen!.
For comparison, the relevant data for some selected b
flipped by application of our method in several B-DNA cry
tal structures, are also included. The movement of
B-DNA bases is along the major groove, as the minor groo
pathway has been shown to be blocked. The movemen
the flipped base in all the MTase bound systems studie
restricted to a range between 1–7 Å, which is insufficient
the base to return to the helix stack.
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Our analysis indicates that the limited freedom of t
flipped bases results from the specific orientation of
O38-P bond of the flipped nucleotide. The backbone dist
tion induced by each of the binding MTases appears
render the O38-P bond of the flipped base towards an orie
tation perpendicular to the helix axis. As a result, the m
nitude of displacement is largely diminished. We ha
shown in an earlier study that, if the orientation of O38-P
bond approaches that perpendicular to the helix axis, the
tion in the z torsion becomes ineffective in promoting ba
angular movement in and out of the base stack@12#. In the
MTase bound systems, the orientation of the O38-P bond
becomes more perpendicular to the helix as the flipped b
moves towards the minor groove. Therefore, a minor gro
pathway for base closing and thus flipping seems to
unlikely.
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IV. CONCLUSION

Base flipping in B-DNA crystal structures and the mov
ment of a flipped base in MTase-DNA crystal structures h
been studied by means of a computational method with
description of all chemical bonds. Our results seem to in
cate the feasibility of spontaneous base flipping in the
sence of an enzyme. The movement of the flipped ba
towards the minor groove in all the MTase bound syste
have been found to be severely restricted by the enzy
induced backbone distortion such that during base flipp
the backbone needs to adopt a substantially different con
mation than the observed x-ray structures. Studies on
tions involving multiple bases and a model involving fu
enzyme-DNA interactions in complete detail are needed
further our understanding of this fascinating fundamen
biological process.
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